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ABSTRACT

This paper details the design, development, assembly and performance of a low cost, high-efficiency, 400Watt, 13.56MHz RF power amplifier (PA) operated from a 100VDC supply and with an efficiency of 75%. The PA is built around a “Symmetric Pair” of low cost RF power MOSFETs from Advanced Power Technology (APT). The transistors are from a new generation of high quality, commercial, HF/VHF, silicon, 300V RF power MOSFETs in TO-247 plastic packages. The paper addresses both the theoretical design and physical construction of the input network, the output matching circuit and the DC supply network of the amplifier. The paper also contains a technical description of the RF power transistors.

INTRODUCTION

The RF equipment industry has experienced tremendous growth over the past few decades. This growth has primarily been in the area of wireless communication and control at ultrahigh frequency. This growth has overshadowed the growth in lower frequency Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) systems. As a result there has been a proliferation of new devices to address the ultrahigh frequency market and the lower frequency ISM applications have been required to make do with devices which are optimized for the higher operating frequencies. This has resulted in extra cost to the lower frequency systems.

Some ISM equipment manufacturers have tried to mitigate the higher transistor cost by stretching the performance of lower cost plastic devices designed for the switched mode power supply market. In particular the power MOSFET has served this market reasonably well but with limitations.

One disadvantage with the use of these devices lies in the package’s metal back heat spreader, used for heat sinking the device, which is electrically tied to the drain of the MOSFET. This common drain construction results in a significant amount of source inductance and requires the use of an insulator between the package and the heat sink. This adds cost to the assembly of the PA and
incorporates the potential for failures due to incorrect installation. Not to mention the poor thermal transfer characteristics of the insulator.

**CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY**

To demonstrate the power handling capability and ease of use of the new MOSFET devices a simple class-C PA shown in Figure 1 was chosen (see Appendix A for parts list). The PA is a classical push-pull configuration of a straightforward nature using a simple LC input network for impedance matching with a transformer coupled gate drive for complementary signal generation and a wide band transmission line transformer output.

![Figure 2. Output Power versus Input Power](image-url)
AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE

The PA was operated with a 100VDC input, the input network was adjusted for return losses of less than -16db and a 50Ω load was applied to the output. A fan was used to cool the heat sink. Tests were conducted at a room ambient of 25°C.

Figure 2 presents a plot of the $P_{\text{OUT}}$ versus $P_{\text{IN}}$ and Figure 3 is a plot of the gain versus $P_{\text{IN}}$. The curves show the classical characteristics of a Class-C amplifier, having low gain at low power output and improving as the output power is increased. The PA continues to improve until the gain plateaus at around 19db and begins to roll off above 400W. However, the gain is still a respectable 17.5db at 500W output.

The input network provides 50Ω impedance matching between the Lab Amplifier, used to drive the PA, and the power MOSFETs. The transformer T1 provides impedance transformation of the power MOSFET gates impedance and the balanced drive necessary for push-pull operation.

The efficiency versus $P_{\text{OUT}}$ is illustrated in Figure 4. Again the curve represents classical class-C amplifier performance with the efficiency below 50% at the lower power output levels and rising to an outstanding 75.5% efficiency at the 400W rated output power level. The efficiency continues to improve to 79.4% at the 500W output power level.

Figures 5 and 6 offer other plots of interest, DC supply current versus $P_{\text{OUT}}$ and total amplifier power dissipation versus $P_{\text{OUT}}$.

INPUT NETWORK

The input network provides 50Ω impedance matching between the Lab Amplifier, used to drive the PA, and the power MOSFETs. The transformer T1 provides impedance transformation of the power MOSFET gates impedance and the balanced drive necessary for push-pull operation.
The input pi network is comprised of capacitor \( C_1 \), inductor \( L_1 \) and the input capacitance of the power MOSFETs transformed by \( T_1 \). The network is tuned for minimum return losses at the operating frequency by adjusting capacitor \( C_1 \).

The transformer \( T_1 \), illustrated in Figure 7, provides a 4:1 impedance transformation of the input impedance of the power MOSFETs. It is constructed using a Fair-Rite #2843000202 two hole balun core, \( \mu = 850 \), with 2 turns on the primary and 1 turn on the secondary. The secondary center tap is connected to ground through a 10K\( \Omega \) resistor to provide the DC return to ground improving the stability and ruggedness of the PA. Without this resistor the gate voltages may become unbalanced due to slight differences in the input of the MOSFETs or a small imbalance in the transformer voltage.

The RF power devices used in the PA are the new, 200W, 300V, ARF442 and ARF443 RF power MOSFETs from APT. In the previous section we have demonstrated these devices have high performance at 13.56MHz. This performance results from the interdigitated chip structure of Power MOS IV, excellent thermal characteristics and symmetric package design, facilitating easy
circuit layout and amplifier construction.

MOSFETs are majority carrier devices making them theoretically capability of hundreds of megahertz operation. However, in practice high frequency operation of standard plastic power MOSFETs is limited. The input capacitance coupled with the internal series gate resistance combine to form a distributed RC circuit, Figure 8, which creates a pole causing the gate signal to be attenuated. The internal source lead inductance acts to limit the upper frequency response through negative feedback. All three of these parameters need to be reduced to increase the frequency of operation.

The APT Power MOS IV® technology shown in Figure 9, with it’s open cell structure, reduces both the series gate resistance and input capacitance ($C_{ISS}$). The $C_{ISS}$ is reduced in two ways; First the open cell structure does not have source metal overlapping the gate, as with closed cell type MOSFETs, see Figure 10, thus eliminating this component of the input capacitance. Second the gate oxide thickness has been increased to reduce the remaining capacitive components of $C_{ISS}$. The reduction of the series gate resistance is accomplished by depositing a layer of metal over the gate poly silicon gate bus thus increasing the cross-sectional area and improving it’s conductivity. The open cell structure of Power MOS IV® makes this metal deposition possible.

Plastic power MOSFETs are packaged to service their primary market, the switched mode power supply. As a result most manufacturers only use a single wire to connect the source pad to the source lead of the package, see Figure 11. This single wire is about 13nH of inductance and represents an impedance of about 1.1Ω at the operating frequency of 13.56MHz. This impedance will represent a significant negative
feedback thus reducing the gain of the device.

Figure 11. Source Wiring Diagram of Cellular Type MOSFET

APT power MOSFETs have always enjoyed lower source inductance, less than 5nH [5], through the use of multiple source bond wires in the packages, see Figure 12. Optimizing the new package for better operation in the VHF Lo band, the number of source bond wires has been increased to further lower the source inductance, see Figure 13.

Figure 12. Source Wiring Diagram of APT Open Cell Power MOS IV®

MECHANICAL LAYOUT

A major drawback of the standard plastic package is the drain of the MOSFET is electrically and mechanically connected to the heat spreader of the package. This makes the back of the package at the drain potential, which is usually at a high voltage. This high voltage on the package requires an insulator be installed between the package and the heat sink. The addition of the insulator adds complexity and cost to the system assembly, not to mention the increase in junction to sink thermal resistance.

In the ARF package a high thermal conductivity insulating substrate has been inserted between the back of the die and the package heat spreader which allows the source to be bonded to
the heat spreader and creates a common source package configuration. As the gate and drain are then bonded to the outer floating pins of the package the choice of which pin is to become which electrode is arbitrary. This allows for the devices to be offered with the gate and drain leads to be on alternate sides. The user can then mount the devices in a symmetrical layout thus reducing the complexity of the layout and improving the performance. (see Appendix B for package diagrams) Although the inclusion of the substrate does add some thermal resistance to the package, the die has been thinned to mitigate this. The total thermal resistance junction to sink, using this package with thermal grease, is lower than the thermal resistance junction to sink using standard TO-247 packages with a typical insulator.

The performance of the PA not only lies in the performance of the power devices used but also in the ability of the designer to keep the stray inductance in the gate drive loop to a minimum. They must keep the gate signal path balanced by maintaining the lead distance the same for both gate circuits. This design requirement is facilitated by the symmetric design of the ARF442 and ARF443.

The ability to achieve a tight layout, with the APT devices, can be seen in Figure 14. Here the symmetry of the devices lends itself well to this layout. The devices can be positioned such that an axis of symmetry exists between the input and the output circuitry. This allows for the shortest possible connection between the output of T1 and the gates of the devices.
DC FEED CHOKE DESIGN

The 100V DC input is delivered through a balanced feed choke. The balanced feed choke is designed to create a zero DC magnetic bias in the toroidal core when both transistors draw the same average current. With the two transistors operating 180 degrees out of phase, the construction of the windings presents an extremely high impedance at 13.56MHz to the drain of each RF MOSFET. This high impedance makes the feed choke invisible to the RF output matching network. The balanced feed choke, shown in Figure 15, was constructed by winding seven turns of #22 stranded PTFE twisted pair wire around an Indiana General #F624-19-Q1 Toroid core (0.5" OD, \( \mu_i=125 \)).

![Figure 15. Balanced DC Feed Choke](image)

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER DESIGN

The output of the power devices is coupled to the load through a wideband 1:1 transmission line transformer. No output tuning or filtering was used as the amplifier provided low harmonic output with the third harmonic 16db down and the second harmonic 45db down at the 400W output power level.

The transformer is illustrated in Figure 16. A 22 inch length of mini 50Ω PTFE coax was wound around a specially constructed core for a total of 4 turns. The transformer core was constructed by gluing two Fair-Rite #2643102002, \( \mu_i=850 \), cores together to form a large two hole balun core.

![Figure 16. Output Transformer](image)

CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrated a recent breakthrough in commercial solid state RF power device and circuit technology. The high quality, low cost, components and circuits described here, now make it possible to deliver solid state, 10,000 watt (or more), 13.56 MHz power supplies costing no more than an equivalent tube RF power supply.

The combination of high voltage operation, high gain, and efficiency of 75 percent make this technology exciting just for performance alone. Combine that performance with component costs that allow for multi—kilowatt, 13.56 MHz amplifiers to be built at less than $0.25 per watt and you now have the first real break through in commercial HF, RF power technology in over a decade.

This is only the beginning. The commercial technology detailed in this paper will be evolving quickly into solid state devices and circuits for higher frequency, higher power, and even higher operating voltages.
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# APPENDIX A

## POWER AMPLIFIER PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REFERENCE DESIGNATOR</th>
<th>PART DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>75-480pF Compression Mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C3., C4, C5, C6, C7 C8</td>
<td>0.01µF 200V CK06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>0.1µF 100V CK06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>10µF 100V Electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>10K 5% 1/4W Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>ARF442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>ARF443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>7T of #18AWG, ID=0.438&quot;, L=0.5µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFC1</td>
<td>Balanced DC Feed Choke; 7T fo #22 stranded PTFE twisted pair on an Indiana General #F624-19-Q1 toroid µi=125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC1</td>
<td>2T of #18 stranded PTFE on a Fair-Rite #2677006301 shield bead µi=2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>4:1 (Z) Conventional Transformer; 2:1 T of #22 stranded PTFE on a Fair-Rite #2843000202 Balun Core µi=850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>1:1 (Z) Transmission Line Transformer using 22&quot; of mini 50Ω PTFE coax OD=0.095. Wound on a large 2-hole Balun core constructed by gluing two Fair-Rite #2643102002 cores together µi=850. The transformer is constructed by winding 4 turns of the coax around the center of the Balun core.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>0.062&quot; G10 Epoxy Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTE: The ARF442 and ARF443 comprise a symmetric pair of RF power transistors and meet the same electrical specifications. The device pin-outs are the mirror image of each other to allow ease of use as a push-pull pair.